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	Dr. Alireza Azmandian was born in Tehran in 1953 and traveled to America in 1985, where he earned his master's degree in Engineering Management and his Ph.D. in Industrial and Systems Engineering from the University of Southern California. He returned to Iran in 1997 in order to pass on the invaluable achievements of the "technology of thought" to Iranians. While teaching at the University of Tehran, he founded the cultural-scientific institute Padideh Fekr (The Technology of Thought). Azmandian has spread his message in more than 30 nations in North America, Asia, Africa, and Europe.
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Multimodal Interactive Pattern Recognition and ApplicationsSpringer, 2011

	Our interest in human–computer interaction started with our participation in the TT2
	project (“Trans–Type-2”, 2002–2005—http://www.tt2.atosorigin.es), funded by the
	European Union (EU) and coordinated by Atos Origin, which dealt with the development
	of statistical-based technologies for computer...
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The Celebrity Tweet DirectoryJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	Tweet along with your favorite celebs!


	Divided by category with celebrities listed in alphabetical order so you can easily find your favorite celeb, The Celebrity Tweet Directory tweets you to conversations with hundreds of well-known actors, comedians, singers, politicians, sports figures, and more. With this handy...
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The ChimesKessinger Publishing, 2004
Anon, it comes up stealthily, and creeps along the walls, seeming to read, in whispers, the Inscriptions sacred to the Dead. At some of these, it breaks out shrilly, as with laughter; and at others, moans and cries as if it were lamenting. It has a ghostly sound too, lingering within the altar; where it seems to chaunt, in its wild way, of Wrong...
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Best Practices Are Stupid: 40 Ways to Out-Innovate the CompetitionPortfolio Hardcover, 2011

	What if almost everything you know about creating a culture of innovation is wrong? What if the way you are measuring innovation is choking it? What if your market research is asking all of the wrong questions?


	It's time to innovate the way you innovate.


	Stephen Shapiro is one of America's foremost innovation...
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jQuery: Visual QuickStart GuidePeachpit Press, 2009
jQuery is a popular JavaScript library that simplifies event handling, animating, and Ajax interactions for rapid web development. Many companies are using jQuery including: Amazon, Google, Twitter, Bank of America, BBC, ESPN, CBS News, Digg, Reuters, IBM, Netflix, Dell, Oracle, Slashdot, Tecnorati, and Intuit.

Even casual web designers,...
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Malware Detection (Advances in Information Security)Springer, 2006
Shared resources, such as the Internet, have created a highly interconnected cyber-infrastructure. Critical infrastructures in domains such as medical, power, telecommunications, and finance are highly dependent on information systems. These two factors have exposed our critical infrastructures to malicious attacks and accidental failures. Many...
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